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ISONEM MAGNETIC PAINT

Magnet Fusible Magnetic Paint
ISONEM MAGNETIC PAINT is a dye type that can be sticked on surface materials such as picture back having magnet, poster without any
damage to dye thanks to its metal in the structure, is water-based high fusible power, easily dried, resistant to friction, non changing dye and
has high performance.Without using any nail, band, screw or sticker, it can be hold on any surface such as wall or wooden like picture, poster.
As it is water-based, it has no fragnance and no damage to human health. Although ISONEM MAGNETIC PAINT creates magnet effect, it has
no damage to computer monitor, mobile phone, television, credit card and atm card.
FIELD OF APPLICATION: Interior walls, schools, hospitals, shopping centers, offices, conference halls, studios.
APPLICATION: Application surface must be smooth, steady and dust-removal. Before using ISONEM MAGNETIC PAINT, at least two minutes
it must be mixed and it can be applied by using roll and scrub. As increasing magnet feature of surface, it should be applied the least 3 thick
layers. At least 30-40 minutes between layer applied should be waited. After these operations, any water based dye on it can be applied.
THINNING: According to application tools, water can be applied between %0 and 5.
EXPENDITURE: Together with changeable depending upon application surface and layer number, it is approximately 1 kg/m². (Without thinning,
at unique layer). For certain expenditure, controlled sample application must be carried out.
PACKAGE: 5 kg plastics pail
COLOUR: Grey
STORAGE CONDITIONS/SHELF LIFE: 12 months from date of production if stored properly in unopened and undamaged original sealed containers
at temperatures between +5°C to +35°C at dry conditions. Protect from excessive temperature and frost.
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The information contained in this leaflet has been prepared to our best knowledge, and in consistency with the results of our experiments and experience, and are the products of our know-how based on our accumulation of decades. However, the application of our products accurately
and successfully, is entirely beyond our control and responsibility. Therefore, the scope of our liability is limited to the quality of our products and this technical leaflet supercedes all the previous technical leaflets and all the explanations and the information contained in the product labels.
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“Our Products do not Fall Under the Regulations Regarding Biocidal Products.”

